Interregional comparative and evaluative studies of health management systems in Europe are needed to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of programmes and activities. The project "Benchmarking Regional Health Management II" (BEN)** follows this path aimed at achieving more transparency among the different regional health systems and providing health policy makers with information and tools for improving their health management systems. Benchmarking Regional Health Management means the process of comparing performances of health management strategies and health governance processes along selected tracers. BEN focuses on measles immunisation, breast cancer screening and care and diabetes (type II) screening and care. 19 European regions are involved; most of them belong to the WHO Regions for Health Network which is a partner of the BEN project.
what they call a "rapid appraisal method for 'health for all' policy formulation analysis" (1) . Three tracers (AIDS, ageing-related disabilities, road traffic injuries) were selected. Peiró et al. constructed "gold standards" for the health management of each of them. Regions can compare their health plans and health policy documents against these gold standards.
Gold standards are built on a two-dimensional matrix with a time and an action dimension. The action dimension is represented vertically in four columns. Policies and interventions focusing on the individual would be listed in the first column. The second column focuses on the immediate setting of the individual, the third on the external environment and the fourth column on the social system. The time dimension is represented horizontally. The first classifies policies and interventions that can be applied early (e.g. for primary prevention), the second classifies policies and interventions for a later stage (e.g. secondary prevention) and the third for an even later stage (e.g. tertiary prevention). Table 1 shows the specific matrix for the gold standard for AIDS.
The matrix with its twelve cells then became the gold standard by filling in effective and feasible policies and interventions. The selection was made by literature reviews and expert opinion. As it turned out, for each of the cells of the three gold standards the expert panels identified between zero and eight policies and interventions.
The three gold standards were then transformed into graphical representations which are based on the respective matrixes. The numbers one to eight are assigned to different shades of a colour adaptation of the peiró Methodology
The authors of this paper -who include the steering group of BEN -changed the term "gold standard" and decided to use the term "reference framework" instead. They thought it difficult to the authors to develop a list of policies and interventions which could be considered a gold standard -an absolute norm, for health plans. One reason why this is difficult is that regional differences might make some of the policies and interventions listed in reference frameworks irrelevant or not applicable. Furthermore, the recommendation of policies and interventions might change over time. Peiró et al. developed their frameworks to analyse, compare and appraise health plans. In BEN the reference frameworks will be used to analyse and appraise regional health management systems already existing. Thus, the BEN steering group will set a reference point in time for all regions. For this point in time, it has to be analysed which policies and interventions have been implemented.
tracer selection
Tracers should represent public health issues where an improvement of health management promises major positive health effects. Furthermore, tracers should provide information about the whole health system (1) . To focus on different health management aspects, three different tracers were chosen in the BEN project and as such were subject to building three reference frameworks. Measles immunisation was chosen as a tracer because the focus lies on prevention. Breast cancer screening/care was selected as a tracer for focussing on screening. The tracer diabetes screening/ care was chosen to focus on care.
selection of policies and Interventions for the reference frameworks
The process of selecting policies and interventions was based on literature reviews and expert opinions. First, a literature review was conducted in PubMed, covering literature from the years 2000 to 2004. The review concentrated on the respective disease concept (measles, diabetes mellitus, breast neoplasms), the name of the twelve countries that were involved in BEN at that time and the respective health management concepts applicable to the respective tracers (vaccination, mammography, mass screening, delivery of health care, prevention and control). Publication types such as editorials or letters were excluded.
In August 2004, this review was sent to the members of the BEN steering group which consists of Public Health experts and policy makers. This literature base was combined with recommendations made by international health agencies and competent authorities (WHO, European Commission, Ministry of Health) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) .
A second literature review was conducted at a later point in time (January 2005) and was considered for the selection of policies and interventions. This review was focused on searching for Health Technology Assessments for breast cancer and diabetes also in connection with the twelve countries. The databases searched were: HTA at the Centre for Reviews & Dissemination, University of York; Cochrane Reviews Database and DIMDI-HTA Database. The final review list was a selection of the results according to the concepts "screening, prevention and health services". Drug trials were excluded.
The reference frameworks were developed, filled in and discussed in virtual communication and in three steering group meetings (between September 2004 and October 2005). The 
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(with white signifying zero). Here, the cells are of a darker shade of a colour where more policies and interventions were identified: white cells mean zero policies and interventions identified; the darkest shade of the respective colour was assigned to the highest number of policies and interventions identified for a cell in the gold standard.
The gold standards were then applied to two Spanish regions -Catalonia and Valencia. Peiró et al. compared the health plans of the regions with the gold standards. They counted the policies and interventions considered in the health plans. The results were also graphically represented in the matrix, for every policy and intervention found in the health plan, the shade of the colour in a cell got darker. Colours were assigned according to the colour shades used for the gold standards. In this way, they received coloured representations for each region. Compared to the graphic representation of the gold standard, the graphic representations of the regions then show where the regional health plans did well with considering policies and interventions -having the same or only slightly lighter shade of the colour in the respective cells -and where improvement was possible, namely where the colour of the cells was much brighter than in the graphic representation of the gold standard. steering group chose the action and time dimensions of the reference frameworks and made the first selection of the policies and interventions. To make the reference frameworks as comprehensible as possible, short formulations for policies and interventions were chosen.
Then external experts reviewed the reference frameworks. Two experts for measles vaccination and infectious diseases, two external experts on breast cancer screening and treatment, and three experts on diabetes reviewed the frameworks for the tracers they are specialists for. Three public health experts reviewed all three reference frameworks, focussing on the choices made on the time and action dimension and further methodological aspects.
The steering group made the final decision on the reference frameworks in a meeting in October 2005.
results reference frameworks
The authors and external experts decided that the reference frameworks should have three columns for the action level dimensions instead of four. The first refers to policies and interventions aimed at the individual and the immediate setting, the second to policies and interventions aimed at the population in general. In the third column, policies and interventions are subsumed under the heading "social system, legislative and professions". Using three columns has the advantage of more compact reference frameworks which have fewer blank cells but are still differentiated.
A fourth column was added which is, however, not considered in the rapid appraisal approach. Rather it functions as an additional ordering element of the reference frameworks. First, this column names the overall goals of the health management scheme and then lists strategic points from which specific health targets could be formulated for the health management approach. In the rows, the policies and interventions are assigned to the respective strategic points. To make this assignment transparent, dotted lines were drawn in the rows subdividing them. Additionally, the indicators which can be used for assessing the performance of the health management approach are named here. The indicators were identified by the authors. In the course of the BEN project, the data for these indicators will be obtained from participants and external experts.
The reference frameworks have between two (breast cancer screening/care) and four (diabetes screening/care) rows designated to a time dimension.
The following time dimensions were chosen for the reference framework of measles immunisation: "First Dose [of immunization]", "Second Dose", and "Children with Measles" to list the policies and interventions which are effective and can be applied once measles have broken out (see Table 2 ).
The reference framework for breast cancer screening/care has two time dimensions: "Undiagnosed", under which the policies and interventions for early detection including screening are subsumed, and "Diagnosed with Cancer" that focuses on care and rehabilitation (see Table 3 ).
The reference framework for diabetes screening/care has the time dimensions "Primary Prevention", "Screening", "Secondary Prevention" and "Tertiary Prevention" (see Table 4 ).
coloured schemes for the rapid appraisal
The authors came to the conclusion that assigning absolute numbers of policies and interventions to colours as Peiró et al. had done was a disadvantage because this always required a comparison with the graphic representation of the gold standard/reference framework. Alternatively, relative numbers (how many percent of the possible policies and interventions are applied in the region) can be used and percentages be assigned to different shades of a colour. When filling in the reference frameworks for a region with the colours, one immediately sees in which cell the region does well and in which there is potential for implementing more policies and interventions. A direct comparison with a gold standard/reference framework is not necessary anymore. Table 5 shows a fictive example of this rapid appraisal method applied to a region. Here the first cell has to be read as follows: "Five of five, i.e. 100%, of the policies and interventions of the reference framework for the health management of X in the region Y are implemented. "
It is recommendable to decide in what steps of percentages the colours have to be assigned after one has designed the reference frameworks and has the numeric results from the regions ( Table  5 shows a fictive example in which the first 25% and the second 25% only get one shade each and then the colour shades refer to steps of 10%).
dIscussIon
The research conducted led to three reference frameworks for the health management of measles, breast cancer and diabetes (type II) and to a refined method of applying these reference frameworks to rapid appraisal. This method is more efficient because it uses relative numbers assigned to colour shades. Thus a graphic representation of a region can stand on its own and be informative -no comparison with a graphic representation of the respective reference framework is needed.
There are disadvantages of using the coloured representations to appraise existing health management systems. If a policy or intervention is only implemented in a part of the region or implemented not very effectively, it can be counted as implemented. However, this does not say much about the successfulness of the implementation. Furthermore, the policies and interventions are not weighted. Thus, a comparably minor policy or intervention which has been implemented might make the shade of colour of a cell darker indicating a more comprehensive health management approach than that of another region. The other region, however, might indeed have fewer but rather effective policies and interventions implemented. This hints at another limitation of this method: its insensitivity to cultural backgrounds. This is illustrated by the following example. In the reference framework for measles immunisation, one special policy is mentioned in brackets: "Obligation to immunize". This is a very effective policy which, however, cannot be implemented in all regions due to cultural differences. In some regions compulsory health measures might be more acceptable than in others. Furthermore, the above-mentioned problem of implementation implies a special phenomenon here: even if an obligation exists, it does not necessarily mean that it is fully enforced (7) .
A c t i o n l e v e l
Although there are limitations of this method, the advantages of the rapid appraisal method are clear. The method is relatively easy to use (1) and compared to the little effort very beneficial and helpful. One can see at one sight in which dimensions policy makers can investigate more closely to improve the health management in their region. Also regions could be compared against each other. However, a ranking of the regions is not the aim of applying this method and would, furthermore, hardly be possible due to the limitations of the method discussed above.
With this method, the health planning and health management schemes of regions can be monitored over time and as such the reference frameworks and the rapid appraisal method are a useful tool for the evaluation of health plans (1), including the utilisation of regional health target programmes that are conducted in some European regions (8, 9) .
conclusIon and outlook
The reference frameworks are helpful in two ways. They give an overview of effective and feasible interventions and policies for the health management approach of the respective tracers. This helps policy makers to develop the health management in their regions or countries. Additionally, they can serve as the basis for a rapid appraisal method for health plans or for the analysis of the health management approaches and structures already existing. As such, they can be a starting and endpoint of the health policy cycle: in the beginning, to set up health plans and organise health management systems and then later on to evaluate existing health management systems.
The reference frameworks are now published to serve as a tool for all interested public health experts and policy makers. They are also offered to representatives from regions not taking part in BEN to use them for rapid appraisal procedures in their region. Repre-sentatives are invited to send their results to the corresponding author of this paper to be included in the project's final report.
